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ABSTRACT
Demand fkom the biosciences continues to increase for systems able to assist in the
preparabon and analysis of biological samples. Appropriately, dielectrophoresis
continues to emerge as a valuable technique for characterizhg a diverse array of
particles. Particle processing systems capable of autonomously executing various
operations on samples may offer cost effective means for such tasks. Dielectrophoretic
rnicroelectromechanical systems technology is weil positioned to participate in this
growing indu~try.
Dielectrophoresis is an effective means for micro-particle manipulation, but the
mechanical structures required for such work are typically cost prohibitive in volumes.

For dielectrophoreticparticle processors to be cornpetitive, MEMS technology must be
leveraged to provide useful functions at reasonable costs.

This thesis will study three dielectrophoretic structures that are candidates for
integration into planar processing systems. The dielectrophoretic function of each
component will fist be anaiytically descnbed. Then a discrete planar electrode mode1

will be derived and characterized using boundary element method simulation. Lastly,
experimental levitation &ta fiom a fabricated discrete planar quadrupole device will be
used to vdidate analytical theory.
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INTRODUCTION
Science has long pursued an understanding of the electncal properties of materials,
and repeatedly the search unearths both novel applications as well as new and

increasingly complex questions. Consider the biological sciences. Their pursuit of the
mechanisms of Me have Ied to astonishing discoveries that by and large have benefited

humankind tremendously. Science can place a criminal at the scene of a crime fiom a
microscopic genetic signature, it c m manipulate complex rnetabofic pathways to ward off
illnesses and an entire organisrn may now be cloned fiom a molecdar 'original'.
Whilst science wields such powerful abilities, it is important to remember that nature

is stdl ultimately in command. Diseases such as acquired immune deficiency syndrome
and cancer continue to claim victims, and bacterial adaptation yields sîrains able to
withstand medicine's most powerful dmgs. Humankind's desire to study, understand and
ultimately control the environment in which we live is an evolutionary advantage to our
species. We have ascended the natural order to become the ultimate macroscopic
predator, but foes fiom the microscopic r e a h of our world increasingly pose the greatest
threats. To defend aga%

these viral and microbial threats, cross discipline efforts must

be increasingly undertaken to M e r unravel their mysteries.
Cellular physiology and biochemical mechanisms are of paramount signincance in
the pursuit of biological understanding, and an immensity of information in these fields

remains unexplained. In an orgaaism of even moderate complexity, the diversity of
fiinction exhibited by the composite classes of cells and biomolecules can be staggering.

From a microbiological point of view, much is known about the physical and chernical

makeup of simple ceus. Theories of symbiotic cellular evolution offer explanations for
the 'cell within a cell' appearance of mitochondria, the fluid mosaic mode1 depicts a

highly specialized cellular membrane comprised of emulsined globular proteins in a iipid
Mayer and polymer biochernistry provides mechanistic foundations for cellular division.
While many areas of biological understanding are advanced, others like the electncal
properties of a cell, remah in their infancy. One may ask what are the solutions to
Maxweil's equations thxoughout a living cell? How do changes in cellular physiology

and structure affect this electrical makeup? How do extenially imposed electromagnetic
fields innuence the physiological state of a cell? To effectively address questions such as
these, methods for modeling various hypotheses are required, and subsequent

experimentation must be perfomed to support or refite the hypothesis. While such a
process is characteristic of the scientinc method, the tools required to complete the cycle

in the biological laboratory are not necessarily available.
The physical sizes of specimens and the speciaüzed chambers in which these
specimens must be placed increasingly demand m d a c t u r i n g precision and scaie
characteristic of the microelectronics industly. Unfortunately, as the complexity of both
the test devices and the specimens increase, d y t i c a l solutions to the electrostatic
systems become evasive. Simulation tools must therefore be employed to augment the
mathematician's analytical solution as the theoretical benchmarks to experimental data.
Simulation packages implementing various numerical methods have experienced
widespread acceptance across a variety of scientific disciplines for decades. Algorithms
including the finite difference method (FDM),finite element method (FEM) and the

boundary element method (BEM) have offered scientists iterative answers to problems

which are too complex for analytical solution. Rapid growth in the area of
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) design has begun to provide a new and unique
set of problems for these simulators to tackle. Dielectrophoretic MEMS is one

technology that wiu increasingly rely on numencal simulation.
Dielectrophoresis ,or DEP,deals with the behavior of n e d matter in non-linear
electric fields. The fkequency dependent dielectrophoretic spectrum is detemiined by
particle geometry, the degree of non-linearity in the applied electric field and the relative
polarizabilities of the particle and the surrounding media. With its roots in Maxwell's
equations, dielectrophoresis experimentation offers valuable insight into the electricd

makeup of materials.

This thesis aims to stimulate continued development of cost effective devices
capable of automating a wide range of analytica.1laboratory tasks. Applying precision
microelectronics technology, MEMS, boundary element method (BEM) electrostatic
modeling and traditional dielectrophoresis theory, an economicd set of planar electrode
devices have been assembled.

~n out-of-phase current (1,) will lead the applied voltage (V) by 90 degrees as given by

The non-ided dielectric media will also possess a finite conductivity (0')
giving rise
to a conductance

resulting in an in-phase curent

The total capacitor current (Ir)can now be expressed as the sum of Ic and IR

where E* is the complex pennittivity of (1).
While such an analysis is usefid in developing an intuitive appreciation for the
interrelation of polarization and conduction, it must be noted that these results are merely
an implicit representation of the true conduction and polarization mechanisms govemed
by Maxwell's equations. A ngorous analysis of the subject of polarization yields the

compZex dielectricfactor [l]

where E * and o * are the complex dieIectric constant and complex conductivity
respectively. The complex dielectric factors

(c, ,5, ) describe the electric field boundary

conditions forjoined media as

For ideal dielectrics, this relationship reduces to the familiar

condition for electric fields across dielectnc boundaries s h o w in Figure 1.

Elmn1 + e n 2 = O
Figure 1 - Normal Electric Field Boundary Condition at Dielectric Interface

The purpose of this work is not to study Maxwell's polarization equations, but rather
to characterize apparatus capable of achievùig dielectrophoretic particle manipulation.

The discussion herein simply serves to highüght the pennittivity, conductivity and
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fkequency dependencies which are fiindamentally part of the electric polarization

response of matter.

DIELECTROPHORESIS
A useful stamng point in developing an understanding of dielectrophoresis is to

contrast it with the more widely known electrophoresis. The motion of charged bodies in
the presence of electric fields ( d o r m or non-iiniform) is descnbed by electrophoresis.

Dielectrophoresis, on the other hand, characterizes the behavior of polarizable matter in
the presence of non-UIilform electnc fields. Stated another way, electric fields of any
configuration will exert a Coulombic force on any charged body subjected to the field
(electrophoresis), but for a neutral body to expenence a net force (dielectrophoresis), the
applied electric field must be non-uniform. The dielectrophoretic force is also

distinguished by the fact that its direction is independent of the electric field's
instantaneous polarity, thereby dowing variable fkequency AC sources to be used.

Fundamentals of the DEP Force

TO derive the dielectrophoretic force, one rnay consider a small dielectric body of
volume (v) and polarizability (a)exposed to a r-aligned elecmc field Ë(z) as shown in

Figure 2. The net dipole moment induced in the body will then be

p=mË

(12)

This polarization may be equivalently represented by two charges (k q ), separated by a
distance d such that

Polarizable
Particle

F+
Equivafent
Dipole

Figure 2 - EquÎvalent Dipole Polarization

To assess the total force exerted on the body, the coulombic force exerted on each end of
the equivdent dipole is considered. The charge +q experiences

while the charge -q experiences

Requiring that the equivalent dipole dimension (6)be small, the first two t e m of a

Taylor series expansion of Ez about z. yieids

Substituting (1 6) into (14) and summing the result with (15), the net force on the dipole

becomes

With this resdt in min& examination of Figrw 2 confirms that the net force on the dipole
would be in the positive z-direction:
the polarization @) is in the negative z-direction, Le. p,<O

E is in negative z-direction with increasing magnitude in the positive zdirection, Le.

/& c 0

While this example is simpfistic in its geometry, the analysis Iends itself to
expansion in the Cartesian systern to the general dipolar expression

F=(P,a/ik+p,a/ay+p,a/â)È=~.~)Ë
Expanding the vector operator @ V) with the vector identity

(~.v)E=v(~~.E)-(E.v)p-px(vxE)-Ex(vxp)
and dropping the curl terms, the force reduces to

F=(jj.v)E

=~(p.Ë)-(Ë*v)p

Substituting (1 2) into this expression and rearranging yields

fkom which, upon simplification, the dipolar dielectrophoretic force can be simply
expressed by:

The dielectrophoretic force responds to the polarizability of the material (a),
the
volume (v) and the gradient of the square of the electrÏc field. The dependence on the
square of the electric field gives the dielectrophoretic force independence fiom
instantaaeous field polarity. In the presence of AC fields therefore, the force will be a
M i e averaged force.

The precise polarization in a body depends on the complex pemittivities of the
particle and the surrounding media as weïl as the geometry of the particle. A
homogeneous sphere of radius r and complex pennittivity

cornplex permittivity

5:

E,

immersed in a media with

and exposed to an electric field, will undergo polarization

according to the Claussius-Mosotti polarization coefficient

resdting in a net dipolar dielectrophoretic force being exerted on the sphere of

This fomiulaîion quantifies the dependencies on particle volume (r3),polarizability ( K I )
and the gradient of the electric field squared (vE*).

Positive vs Negative Dielectrophoresis

For the homogeneous sphere, the Claussius-Mosotti factor (23) is of fiindamental
importance in the detemination of the dielectrophoretic force. Considering this firnction

in the absence o f particle and media conductivities,the complex pemittivities ( E ; ,E: )

reduce to the dielectric constants (

E ,E,
~

) and the Claussius-Mosotti factor becomes the

real number expression

Now imagining a nylon sphere of perrnittivity 4 immersed into two media: fjrst, water of
permittivity 80, and second, air of permitîivity 1. Evaluating klfor these two scenarios

= -0.5 and k,, = -6 = 0.5 . The sign reversal indictates that (aIl other
yield kHx,= --164
-/b

3

things being equal) the direction of the dielectrophoretic force would be reversed for the
nvo materials. This observation highlights the two distinct modes of dielectrophoresis:
negative and positive. Negative dielectrophoresis (the nylon bal1 in water) tends to eject
lower permittivity particles fiom high field regions; they will be forced opposite the
gradient of the E-field squared. Positive dielectrophoresis (the nylon ball in air) results in

objects of higher permittivity displacing media of lower permittivity fiom regions of
greater electric field strength. The Clausius-Mosotti factor, being in reality fiequency
dependent, gives nse to a particle's characteristic dielectrophoretic spectra whereby
positive dielectrophoresiscan be observed at one ikequency, while negative
dielectrophoresis is demonstrated by the same particle at another fkequency.

An alternative approach to validaring the dielectrophoretic phenomenon can be
understood fiom simple energy principles [25]. Consider the parallel plate capacitor
shown in Figure 3. Conservation of energy for the system shown in Figure 3 can be
stated by

13
denoting mechanical, electricai and battery energies respectively. If the dielectric object

in Figure 3 is aUowed to move by a small distance bx closer to the parailel plates, the
total capacitance of the pardel plate capacitor wili increase by an amount A C . For the

Low Field
RegionT~

High Field
Region

Dielectnc object

Figure 3 - DEP Force From Energy Principles

battery to maintain a constant voltage across the now slightly larger capacitor, an

additional amount of charge

mut be deposited on the capacitor plates thereby increasing the stored electrical energy

of the capacitor by

The battery, on the other hand, having moved the additional charge AQ through its
potential V will have supplied an amount of energy

which is observed to be twice the additional electncd energy now stored in the capacitor.

Half of the energy supplied by the battery manifested itself as stored eiectrical energy in

the capacitor whereas the other halfof the supplied energy must have gone to mechanical
work required to change the capacitance by AC.
Now, substitution of (28) and (29) into (26) results in
AwMe-,-d = Aw

which may be rearranged using the relationship

to yield

The system of Figure 3 would tend to pull the dielectric object into the capacitor thereby
increasing the capacitunce ofthe system. This phenornenon is demonstrative of posiûve

dielectrophoresis. Conversely, the same analysis applied to a water dieiectric capacitor
can be used to predict negative dielectrophoresis on a object of relative permittivity lower

than that of water. For the total capacitance of the structure to increase (as constant

voltage energy principles dictate), the lower dielectric particle mut be repelled fiom the
capacitor region.

Dipole Levitation Theory
Numerous investigators [16,17,33]have demomûated the ability of axially
symmetric electrode structures to achieve levitation of individual particles. A cornmon
configuration used to implement a dipole levitation system is the cone-plate assembIy of

Figure 4b whereby a rounded cone electrode is brought into close proximity to a
conducthg ground plane. The potential due to this structure is denved h m the analyticd
solution for the electrostatic potential due to a semi-innnite line charge over a ground
plane (Figure 4a) which can be shown [38] to be

The equipotential surfaces of this scalar field take the form of rounded cones and d e h e
the cwahire of the conducting tip used for experimentation. Also £iomthe voltage

equation (33), the electric field dong the z-axis

is detemiined and the gradient of its square c m easily be shown to be

where the notation Gdz) is adopted to coliect geometric dependencies and the subscnpt
00

is meant to indicate a semi-infinite line charge. The V E t~e m in the dipolar

dielectrophoretic force expression of (24) is now andytically defïned. Upon substitution

Conducting

\

(a) Semi-lnfinite üne Charge
Over Ground Plane

/

/

(b) Cone-Plak Appro~imation

Figure 4 - Typicai DipoIe Levitator Architecture

and normali;ration by r3,the force on a homogeneous sphere centered at (z, O) in Figure 4b

becomes

Quadrupole Levitation Theory

Multipolar moment dielectrophoretic quadrupole theory [2,3,13] enlists a Legendre
polynomial expansion in sphencal coordinates of the potential due to an azirnuthally
symmetnc arrangement of point charges. The theory predicts a quadrupolar
dielectrophoretic force proportional to the 5" power of a particle's radius. Quadrupole
leviîation is but one application to emerge fkom this enhanced theory. The quadrupole
levitator comprises an azimuthaiiy symmetric electrode arrangement capable of
*

.

s u s t m g passive stable particle Ievitation. The mode1 u e d fior analytical analysis of

Figure 5 -The Point Charge Quadrapoie Model

quadrupole behavior comprises four point charges (two +Q and two -Q) arranged as
shown in Figure 5. The quadrupole itself is comprised of the 4 point charges distributed
with azimuthal symmetry about the z-axis.

From the generaiized expression in sphencal coordinates for the potential (a,) at
some point ( r , B , @due
) to a point charge Q Iocated at (r1,8',
I'), superposition is applied
to determine the electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the quadrupole. A mathematical
extension of the effective dipole method to the effective multipolar moment method [2] is
used to determine the force on a vanishingly srnail sphere with a surface charge
distribution q as

18

where the z-component of the electric field (Ez)is obtained fkom the axial derivative of
the potential hction. For particles of radius r cc d b 2+ z2 ,the series expression of the
z-directed force component can acceptably be tnincated and normalized by r5 to become

where GQUAD(z)
collects the geometric dependencies, n=2 and

Contrasting the quadrupole levitation force on a sphere in (38) with the dipolar
dielectrophoreticforce on a sphere in (24), two £undamental differences are evident.
First, the 'radius cubed' dependence in the dipolar force expression is replaced by the
'radius to the nfth' dependence in the quadrupole case. Second, the Claussius-Mosotti

factor present in the dipole expression is replaced in the quadrupole expression by the
higher order K2tem. The quadrupolar force's dependency on (particle radius)' is the

distinguishing feature which makes the quadrupole an attractive component for inclusion
in particle processing systems.
Isomotive Theory

Isomotive dielectrophoresis, as the name implies, is concemed with the generation of
electric field topographies which exert a constant force on a particle independent of the

particb's position within the structure. Revisiting the dipolar force equation (24) and the
quadrupolar force equation (38), both contain dependencies on the vertical position of the
particle via the the Gdz) and GQuA&)terms respectively. The dipole force

monotonically increases with z, while the quadrupole force increases fiom zero at d,
followed by a maxima before decaying asymptoticalIy to zero as z +00. While both of
these topographies are usefd in particle levitation and trapping applications, of

considerable utility to biological applications is the ability to separate particles of
differing electrical composition. The isomotive electrode system with its position
independent force characteristic offers such a capabiiity.

The isomotive derivation begins with a solution to Laplace's equation,

lv12V = O ,in

cylindrical coordinates [l]
V = Arn sin(&)

for which the supporting electnc field

and
~2

= E. E = n 2 ~ ? r 2 ( " - ' )

Reusing the simple dipole force equation of (22)

To elMinate positional (r) dependence on the magnitude of this force, the condition 2n3=0 is imposed, thereby mandating n=3/2. The force in (43) now set to a constant vector,

of magnitude FmM, dong the radius (r) allows for the definition

Figure 6 - An Isomotive Electrode System (Sectional View)
glass beads introduced dong the center of the isomotive structure wodd expenence a

unifonn acceleration and would in time (t) travei a distance given by

With the acceleration independent of particle size, this distance will be uniform for the
entire family of g l a s beads. The isomotive eiectrode system would not assist an

individual needing to sort (by size) a uniform material particle population, but an

isomotive processor for segregating particles by electricd composition would be a
valuable analytical tool in a variety of applications.

ELECTROSTATIC SIlMULATION
Electrostatic field simulation encompasses the cornputer aided engineering ta& of

numerically solving Maxwell's equations for arbitrary geometric problems.
Electrornagnetic simulators have gained acceptance for their ability to solve problems too
complex for analytical representation. Several dinerent numerical methods fonn the
computational engines of various commercial solvers. While numerical cornparison
between different algonthms will not be provideci, fundamental algorithmic differences
among three popuiar methods (finite ciifference, finite element and boundary element)

will be presented. For numericd simulation in this thesis, only a boundary element
method software package was utiIized. The simulation program is a 3-D electrostatic
design package entitled Coulomb; it is one of a set of boundary element method
simulation packages offered by htegrated Engineering Sofbare of Winnipeg, MB,
Canada.

Finite Difference Method

The simplest, and typicdy therefore the l e s t accurate, numencal method available
for electrostatic modeling is the finite diEerence method. A domainotype solver
(involving a direct solution of the governing differentid potential equation), the finie
&£ference method is typically au iterative process whereby a truncated Taylor senes

expansion of the differentiai operator is applied at each point of a rectiihear grid over the
problem region. The unifoxm grid used to discretize the problem space makes for crude
geometric modeiing particularly in regions containing highly non-linear field
topographies. In open field problems (or unbounded problems), the method involves a
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large number of unknowns, and consequent lengthy solution &es, as the uniform grid

must extend across expansive regions.
Finite EIement Method

Another domain-type approach, the finite element method also solves Maxwell's
equations in differential form. The problem geometry is entered, and the solution space
is discretized into triangular (for 2-D FEM) or tetrahedral (for 3-D FEM) finite elements.

From this discretized interpretation of the problem, a linear system of equations is
compiled to calculate the electrostatic field values at the nodes of each element Iteration
to a final solution is achieved by the algorithmic goal of minimiang a function
proportional to the energy of the system. The remlt produced by a finite element solver
is the direct solution of the goveming differentid equation for the potential.

For bounded geometry problems (the electric field in the core of a solenoid), the
generation of f i t e elements is less problematic than for open geometries (the electnc
field everywhere extemal to a solenoid). In the latter case, amficial bowdaries must be
imposed on the geometry to allow the fiaite element mesh to terminate. This truncation
of the problem space, a field of research in itçelf, must be carefdly perfomed to
minimize errors in the final solution.
The discretkation of space, or meshing, for finite element analysis is time
consuming, but it is a critically important step. In 2-D nnite element analysis, mesh
generation may be done m a n d y with the aid of a graphical interface, but automatic
mesh generators are commonly provided with 2-DFEM tools. For 3-DFEM solvers,
problems with providing effective representation of a 3D mesh on a 2D cornputer screen

makes automatic 3D meshiag a vimial necessity. By binding all the objects in the

-
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problem together via the rigid mesh, the finite element method may be heavily burdened

with pararnetric arialysis of different geometrïes. This is because re-meshing may need to
be redone prior to each solver cycle.

For many applications, shortcomings of the finite element method include:
large problem sizes

denvative discontinuities in the geometric mode1

localized enors in fields calculated by differentiation and interpolation
algorithmic difficulties associated with error checking
the need to artificidy tnincate unbounded problems.
This is not to Say that the nnite elernent method is flawed, or flatly Serior to other

methods. The method is relatively simple to implement in software, and given an
appropriate mesh design, will yield precise solutions.
Boundary Element Method

The boundary element method is a boundary-type solver that has historicaily been
ignored in favor of finite difference and finite element domain-type solvers. This is due,

in large part, to the simplicity of implementhg domain-type solvers in software. The
boudary element method, utiliMg complex integration techniques, is a complicated
algorithm to program into software,whereas domain-type solvers rely on simple linear

algebra to arrive at their solutions. It has not been the theory of boundary element
d y s i s impeding its commercialkation, but rather the translation of its theoretical

complexity into usable software.

The boundary elernent method, as with any numerical method, must also discretize
the problem space into elementd units,but boundary-type and domain-type solvers are
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disthguished by the architecture of their elements and the form of Maxwell's equations
those elements are used to solve for. The boundary element method only discretizes the
boudaries between neighboring media and then solves Maxwell's equations in integral
form dong those boundanes. The unknowns being solved for are physical charges and
currents adequate to maintain d boundary conditions prescribed by the geometry. The
equivalent sources solved for in boundary element analysis, due to their physical
significance, provide intuitively simple means for direct computation of global quantities
such as force, torque, stored energy and capacitance. Additionally, scaiar and vector field
solutions emerge from integral operations which minimize errors by smoothing
discretkation noise in the boundary sources.

In boundary element analysis, d i k e finite element analysis, unbounded problems do
not require an arbitrary tnincation of the problem space to be perfonned. Requiring
elements only on the physical boudaries between media ailows for real limits at infinity
to remain intact. While this elemental variation delivers the benefit of a dimensional
reduction in the number of elements required, some of this efficiency is lost to the
increased computational complexity of the integrai operation required at each element.

AU things considered, researchers ofien find it diflncult to directly compare the
performance of finite element and boundary element simulation packages because their
only practical similarity is that both are seeking discrete representative solutions to
Maxwell's equations. The methods by which each algorithm pursues that goal are so
fimdamentally different that direct cornparison is dinicult, but it is generally recognized
that specific advantages do appear for both techniques under certain circumstances.

BEM SIMULATION RESULTS
Integrated Engineering Software's 3-D electrostatic design package, Coulomb v-2.6,
was used extensively to model and characterize three dielectrophoretic structures: a

dipole levitator, a quadrupole levitator and an isomotive separator. A three-stage process

was generally followed for each structure. Ideal geometric models were simulated and the

results compared with analyîical prediction. Second, information extracted fiom the
theoretical models was used to determine voltages appropriate for biasing discrete
electrodes to approximate the analog model. Lady, the discrete electrodes were entered

into Coulomb, biased with the boundary voltages obtained above and the simulations run
again. This three step process forms the closed loop simulator verification method:
1. the ability of the simulator to match analyticai theory is confirmed
2. optimal values for a discrete implementation are obtained fiom theory

3. the discrete implementation's performance is compared to theory

Dipole Levitaior Simulation

In the Dipole Levitation section beginning on Page 15, the theoretical basis of a
dipolar electrode architecture was presented. The traditional approach has been to
machine a conducting tip into a rounded cone shape approximating one of the
equipotentid surfaces formed by a semi-infinite Iine charge over a ground plane.

Experimentation based on this procedure has been used successfidly to demonstrate
feedback controlled levitation and to extract dielectric information fiom levitated

particles such as plant protoplasts [16].
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The attention paid here to this subject seeks to devise alternative and more readily
manufacturable means for generating the axially symmetric fields required for dipole
levitation. The analysis proceeds in simiiar fashion to that of the prior art, except that the
semi-infinite line charge of Figure 4 is replaced by the h i t e line charge of Figure 7. n i e
cost of this modification is that the analytical voltage expression of (33) for the semiinnnite line charge becomes much more complex in the case of the finite line charge.

This in tum leads to increased complexity in the electric field (the negative gradient of
the potential) and ultimately the theoreticai dielectrophoretic force tenn contaking ~

1 ~ 1 ~

Utilking the method of images, the scalar potential h c t i o n to the geometiy in

Figure 7 c m be expressed as the integral sum

which simplifies to that for the semi-&te

iine charge (33) when the limit as d +m is

taken.

Continuing with the voltage expression fiom (49), and restricting the problem to the

cylindrical axis, i.e. p = 0 , the z-component of the electric field (EJ is determined to be

Figure 7- The Fioite Line Charge Over Ground Model
I

Defining for convenience

careful differentiation yields the z-axis gradient of the square of the electric field as

a
-E,dz

,=

- (a,+a,z2)(4z3-2a,z)

-

(z4 - a 3 z 2 +a4)'
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where GFiniue)collects the geometric dependencies as has been done before.

Substitution of this result into (24) and normalizing to r3 yields the theoretical

dielectrophoretic force for a homogeneous sphere centered at height z on the vertical axis
in Figure 7:

The result of (53) for a finite iine charge over a ground plane takes the same form as that

for the semi-infinite line charge over a ground plane presented in (36). The two
expressions M e r only in the geometnc terms Gfid,&)(for the finite line charge) and

G&) (for the semi-infinite iine charge). Graph 1 shows how increasing d in Figure 7
causes the dielectrophoretic force due to a finite line charge (53) to approach that of a
semi-infinite line charge (36), as must be the case in the limit.

Before relying on Coulomb to model the dielectrophoretic response of arbitrary
discrete planar electrode geometries, the program's ability to correctly model analytically
manageable dielectrophoretic phenomenon was to be confirmed. The nrst such
simulation studied the dielectrophoretic levitation force profile on a homogeneous sphere
subject to the elecmc field of a finite-line charge over a ground plane (Figure 7).
Initially anticipated to be a relatively simple exercise, this 'simulator verification'

phase of the work was made dramatically more dinicult by Coulomb's inability to
correctly calculate the body force on a neutrai object in a n o n - d o m electric field; the

fundamental precept of dielectrophoresis. A simulation was prepared demonstratiag
Coulomb's violation of fundamental energy principles, and this was used by IES to debug
the software package and produce an updated version.

FDEP
vs Line Charge Length
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Graph 1 - FoEPas Function of Line Charge Length
To study the finite-line charge dielectrophoretic force profile, the 'universe' in
Coulomb was taken to be fkee-space, test particles were assigned a relative permittivity
~ ~ 4 and
. 0the solver was run in DC-permittivity mode. The arialysis therefore neglects

particle and media conductivities (taken to be zero) and reduces the Claussius-Mosorei

polarization factor (23) to a real number.
For the dipole levitation simulations, a finite line-charge model was used in place of
the andyticdy simpler semi-infinite model. This was required because Coulomb does
not support objects infinite in extent Additionally, Coulomb does not support tnie 'linecharges', so the finite line charge was represented as two orthogonal rectangles defined

4 1 a d [(O6¶,hl, (0,-6,h)@,-6,d),
,
( 0 ,4 ~1 ~
as

by [(&,O, 4, (-690~4,
(-6,4d)(6,Q
,

illustrated in Figure 8. These parameters were chosen to be h=200pm, ak300prn and

& 1 p . A total charge of 1 Coulomb was distributed over these two surEaces to

approximate a 1 0 0 p Iine-charge with charge per unit length A=1.00E+04C/m.To
eliminate the need to geometricdy d e k e and element either a ' m c a t e d infinite ground
plane' or an 'image he-charge', anti-symmetry about the z=ûplane was d e h e d in
Coulomb. This condition mirmrs all geometry across the plane of symmetry and negates
boundary conditions on the mhored geometry, i-e. an image line-charge approximation
carrying a total charge of -1C extends £iom z=-h to z=-d. The values h, d and A define
the physical parameters required for analyticai tabulation of the nomalized

dielecaophoretic forces (equations (36) and (53)) on particles centered at various axial
heights z.

An individuai simulation run comprised the introduction to the he-charge mode1 of
a dielectric sphere of radius r, centered at a height z and nIled with a dielectric material of
relative permittivity 4. To codhm that both the z-position and radial dependencies on
the dieiectrophoretic force are modeled correctly by Coulomb, a batch anaiysis was nin
whereby three particles of r d i 2pm, 4 p and 8 p were translated fiom z = O p to

F I 8Opm in 20pm increments. At each vertical position, for each particle, the net body
force (in Newtons) acting on the particle was numerically solved for. The force values

obtained were normalized by 1/r3 and compared with the anaifical prediction (53).

1 -i
1:

Q=h*(d- h)
uniformly
distributed
over these
2 surfaces

ldeal Finite Line Charge

Coulomb Representation

Figure 8 - Coulomb Representation of Finite Line Charge
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Graph 3 - Particle Radius Extraction from Line Charge Simulation
The results of the above andysis are depicted in Graph 2 and Graph 3. Graph 2 is a

log axis plot of the radially normalized dielectrophoretic force. Shown in the plot are
nomalized results from Coulomb for the 2pq4p.m and 8 p particles, the analfical

force profile for the finite-line charge model and the analytical force profile for the semiinfinite line charge model (for reference). As can be seen, the agreement between the
finite model's analyticai profile and the results obtained numerically îrom Coulomb are
good.

Graph 3 depicts an aiternate analysis of the data whereby the force data fiom
Coulomb is transformed by fïrst dividing by the radially nomalized analytical value and
then taking the cube root of the result. This transformation should yield the radius (in
microns) of the test particle, and should therefore be constant for each particle at each z-

position. Graph 3 displays the r e d t s of this analysis and confirms the validity of the
Coulomb solutionsHaving confïrmed Coulomb's ability to mode1 the dipolar dielectrophoretic force

response for the finite line charge over a ground plane, a discrete plana electrode
geometry capable of emulating the dipolar levitation profile configuration is sought.

Figure 9 depicts the concept behind the discrete planar dipole levitator geometry. Using
the analytical solution for the voltage (33) due to a semi-innnite line charge with

A = 1.25~10"C h at a height h=5 1 0 p over a ground plane in fiee space, the potential
was computed at 20 points defined by
[p.z]= [ S O p n + n * 1 0 0 ~ , 5 0 0 pfor
J n = O.S9

-

[a)Cone-Plate Equipotentfal Cross Sections

@) Pîanar Ring Model

-

Figure 9 Discrete Planar Representation of Cone-Plate Dipole Levitator

Geornetry consishg of twenty quarter circles centered at [O, O,5 0 0 p ] with radii
matching the p CO-ordinatesset out in (54) were entered into Coulomb. The thickness, or
line-width, of each of these quarter circles were 5 0 ~ The
. circles were c o h e d to the
q-t

defined by ( x > 0,y > O). Voltage boundary conditions were assigned to each of

the quarter circles such that the boundary voltage on a particular arc was the voltage

-

Figure 10 Coulomb Model ofDiscrete Planar Dipole Levitator

predicted by theory at the center of that node's 5

0 width.
~ Symmetry was then dehed

about the x=O andy=O planes, while anti-symmetry was defmed about the 2-0 plane.

Under these conditions, the overaü sytem effectively becomes twenty concentric rings
centered at [O,ûJOOjm] carrying positive voltage boundary conditions and a set of

twenty image rings iocated at z=-500p carrying the opposite voltage boundary

condiîions.
To test this structure's ability to emulate the dielectrophoretic force pronle of the

Discrete Planar Dipole Levitator Performance
1Opm Particle; zp=6.9; sm=l

O

200

400

600i

Graph 4 - Discrete Planar Dipole Levitator Performance

semi-innnite andytical model, a test particle was introduced into the geometry. A 1 O p

radius sphencd test pamcle with relative pemiittivity 6.9 is centered dong the z-axis and
translated nom a center height of 3 O p up to 4 8 0 p . At each height, the solver was m

and the net body force acting on the sphere was computed. It should be noted that with
the symmetry conditions defined, the sphencal particle was represented in the geometry
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as o d y the portion of the total sphere residing in the quadrant @>O, y>O). Consequently,
to get the representative force on the total sphere, the drawn % sphere was selected and

Coulomb was instnicted to also include the three image segments located around the z-

Figure 11 - Enhanced Discrete Planar Dipole Levitator

axis in the force calculation. The negative image sphere existing below z=O was not

included as, by symmetry, the net force on the upper sphere und it's image would be
zero. The total geometry drawn in Coulomb is illustrated in Figure 10 where the twenty
concentric % ~

g ares visible converging above the ?4sphericd test particle.

In Graph 4, the results of this pararnetric analysis are presented whereby the
performance of the discrete planar electrode configuration generdly agrees well with the

analytical mode1 fiom which it was derived However, the deviation between the two
devices does becorne extrerne in the region approaching the surface of the planar
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electrodes. As this is presumably the region where feedback assisted levitation may be
performed, this defect is of concem and needs to be addressed. A rnodined simulation
was nui whereby the inner two rings were replaced by 10 rings of 8 p line width spaced

17.5p apart (center-to-center) as s h o w in Figure 1 1. This data, also portrayed in
Graph 4, shows the effect on the force profile over the region of interest to now be
cornpliant with the theoreticalprediction. Lastly, a simulation was run with aii of the
periphery rings removed and only the dense b e r ten rings added in the previous
simulation. The data indicates that this too approximates the analyticai mode1 relatively

well, but additional work would need to be performed to M e r characterize these
structures for additional factors afEecting levitation; e.g. radial stability.

Quadrupole Simulation
While mechanistically more complex than dipolar dielectrophoresis, multipolar

dielectrophoresis has been ngorously examined theoretically [2,3,13] and some
experimental verifications have been undertaken [IO]. As a diagnostic tool, quadrupole
levitation offers researchers insight into the detailed electrical composition of materials.
A test particle trapped in the quadrupole field may be passively levitated at a height

determined by the electrical properties of the media and the particle, particle geometry
and non-linearities of the applied electric field.

To address the issue of quadrupole simulation,an approach similar to that used for
the dipole levitator simulation was adopted. In the case of the quadrupole however, a

more precise representation ofthe analytical structure is possible in Coulomb, four

spheres of radius 0 . 5 were
~ placed at

[(250~,0'0),
( 0 , 2 5 0 ~ ? ~(-250~70,0),
)7
(0,-250~,0)]

in a 'universe' med with water of permittivity 80; this geometry is that illustrated in
Figure 5 on page 17 with b=250p. The spheres located on the x-axis each had imposed
a total charge of - 1 C distributed uniformly over thek surfaces. Conversely, the IWO

spheres located on the y-axis each received a total charge of +1C u n i f o d y distributed
over their surfaces. Five test particles of relative pemittivity 4 and radii 5 p , 1O p 7
1 Spm, 2 0 p and 2 5 p were individually positioned in the structure dong the z-axis at

heights ranghg fiom: 5 - 3 0 p in 5pm increments and 30-300p in 1O

p increments.

Positional Dependence of 1' Order Quadrupolar Force
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Graph 5 - Positional Dependence of Quadrupolar Levitation Force
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As with the dipole simulation, Coulomb was nin in DC-permittivity mode to eliminate
to a real number. The net body force
conductivity and reduce the polarization factor (K2)
acting on the test particle was computed for each z-location.

Analysis of the redts fiom this parametric run f h t set out to ver@ Coulomb's
abiiity to demonstrate the 2 dependence predicted by the muhipolar moment method in

(38). Force data produced by Coulomb was transformed by l/< nomalized to the peak

andytical force and plotted in Graph 5 aga&

the z-height normahed by the parameter

b. Coulomb's force data clearly confirms theoretical predictions. Both multipolar
moment quadrupole theory and the Coulomb simulator are c o b e d by these resdts.

An altemate interpretation of the data is similar to that used in the 'finiteline charge over
ground' dipole force simulation; namely radius extraction. P m e t r i c data obtained from
Coulomb was fùst divided by the radiaIly nonnalized theoretical force and the 5h root of

Quadrupole Particle Radius Extraction
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Graph 6 - Particle Radius Extraction from Quadrupole Simulation
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the result was taken. This is in contrast to the cube root operation required to perfonn
radius extraction fkom dipolar dielectrophoresis data The constancy of this

transformation throughout the z-axisrange, as illustrated in Graph 6, strongly supports
mdtipolar moment quadrupole theory once again.
Isomotive Simulation
Verifkation of the isomotive structure by simulation proceeded slightly differently

than the methods used for the cone-plate and quadrupole geometcies. In the two latter
cases, the existence of a fiee charge analog mode1 allowed for nearly exact geometric
representation in Coulomb. The isomotive electrode structure, on the other han& stems
fiom purely mathematical roots whereby the following condition i s enforced:

E - V E =Constant

(55)

An electrostatic potential expression which satisfies the above relationship is obtained
anaiytically and used to d e h e equipotential surfaces capable of sustaining the isomotive
relationship. This scalar potentid field is innnite in extent, and no simple h i t e charge
model exists which would allow precise representation in a bounded geometry simulator.
Nevertheless, the methodology for deriving the discrete electrode geometry and the
means by which it is tested are v e v similar to the method already performed for the ring
dipole levitator. How they CiifFer is that the simulator is not used to charactenze an
analytical model (because none exists), but rather the discrete isomotive structure is

compared to an analytical expectation directly.

As an aside, the isomotive field structure would be more simply represented in
Electro (the 2D analogue to Coulomb),but this package was not made available to our
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facility. Using a 3D simulator to model a 2D problem requires an arbitrary -cation

of

the infinite third dimension and wouid be a source of edge effect ern>rs at the peripheries

of the model. As this is presumably not a region in which dielectrophoretic separation
would be sought, the significance of this degradation may be minimal.

Recalling equation (45) which defines the equipotential surfaces in the isomotive
structure, and considering this potential field as a 2D field, the potential at a discrete set
of N points @), defined by

P, = (X,
+(n-l)X,,h)
where
ISnShr

X, First point
X,
h

=Electrodespacing
* Vertical position.

The electnc potentid at each of these points can be obtained fkom (45) through the
transformations

The set of voltages [V,]may be used to emulate the isomotive field when used to bias a
set of N coplanar electrodes spaced apart by X,vertically mounted by a height 2h over a .
identical set of electrodes biased at the set of potentiais [-V,].
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The Coulomb geometry used to represent the discrete isomotive structure is shown in
Figure 12. The designation of anti-symmetry about the z=0 plane simplified the geometry

in that only the upper set of electrodes needed to be drawn and discretized into elements.
The length of each electrode was taken to be 3mm long, and ail force computations were

carrïed out at the midline to minimize tnuication edge effects. As was the case when
modeling a finite line charge over a ground plane, anti-symmetry essentiaiiy defines the
image conditions necessary to induce an innnite ground plane. To utilize the structure of

Image Electrodes

Figure 12 - The Discrete Planar Isomotive Electrode System
I

Figure 12 as an isomotive separator, the structure is mounted vertically, and a particle
Stream is injected into the structure fiom the top at point xi in Figure 12. A polarizable

particle entering the isomotive structure at this point wÏU be forced in a direction paralle1
to the x-axis. To characterize this discrete isomotive model, a hemispherical p d c l e is

positioned with its circular flat flush with the z 0 plane as illu~fratedin Figure 12. The
particie is parametricdly traflslated fiom lefi to right in Figure 12. At each position, the

3D solver is nm and the net force acting on the hemisphere (and its image) is computed.

This force is equivalent to the net force that would be exerted on a spherical particle
centered at (xi. O) dong the rnidline between a pair of anti-symmetrically biased discrete
electrode sets.
The redts of the parametric coulomb simulation are presented in Graph 7. The
vertical axis is the simulated force normalized by the expected isomotive force; Fm

in

(44). An exact representation of the isomotive structure would have yielded a flat line

throt~ghoutthe structure at 1.O in Graph 7. As can be seen fiom Graph 7, the discrete

planar structure is isomotive at the prescribed force magnitude throughout the central
region of the device, but isomotive behavior breaks down at the device edges where
fiingingfields due to truncation distort the isomotive field.

Planar Isom otive Electrode Force Profile

x position (pm)

Graph 7 - Normalized Discrete Isomotive Force Spectnim

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Experimental studies performed over the course of the project were aimed at

validating multipolar moment quadrupole theory. Discrete planar quadnipole chips were
fabncated, boundary element simulation was pedormed to mode1 the planar devices and

an opto-mechanical chamber was designed to house the quadrupole chip for cross-plane
observation. To v e w d y t i c d quadrupole theory, an experimentai quadrupole force
profile (similar to that in Graph 5) and an experimental demonstration of radius

extraction (as in Oraph 6) was sou& The arrangement of the various laboratory
components used during experimentation is shown in Figure 13.

The Discrete Planar Quadrnpole Device
To experimentaily study multipolar moment quadrupole theory, the discrete planar

-

Figure 13 Laboratory Equipment Arrangement
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quadrupole device of Figure 14 was fabncated at the Alberta Microelectronics Center in

Edmonton, AB. Shown in the figure are the dimensions of the quadrupole region as well
as the overd chiplet size. The substrate was 5 0 0 p thick giass upon which unpassivated

chrome-gold electrodes were patterned. This electrode configuration seeks to emuiate the
point-charge quadrupole arrangement While an analytical solution exists for the point
charge topography, physical implementation is not attainable. Two steps were required to
experimentally characterize the discrete planar quadrupole. First, an analytical pointcharge mode1 capable of adequately representing the discrete planar quadrupole was

sought. Secondly, an experimental force profile was gathered through levitation
experiments to enable the key predictions of multipolar moment quacirupole theory to be
tested.

1Omm

<

4 circles:
Radius=50pm
Centers: x=k1OOpm
Y=YOOpm

-

Figure 14 AMC Quadnipole Chiplet

>

Numerical Modeling of the Planar Quadrupole Device
To address the degree to which the discrete plana,quadrupole emulates a pointcharge quadrupole, boundary element simulation was employed to determine the
dielectrophoretic force on a variety of sphencal objects parametricdly translated through
a range of h e i g . above the center of the discrete planar quadrupole surface. From a
qualitative point of view, the force profiles for the discrete planar quadrupole must mimic

those ofthe analytical solution of Graph 5, Page 39. The results of this analysis are

shown in Graph 8,and it can be seen that Coulomb does predict a similar profile. The
radii of particles used in this simulation ranged fiom 5 p to 4 0 p and the particles were

centered at vertical positions between 5 p n and 2 5 0 p above the siirface.

AMC Quadrupole

Graph 8 -Discrete Planar Quadrupole Force Pronles
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To this data, an equivalent point charge quadrupole was then fit wiwith the motivation
being that a simple anafytical prediction of the physical device's dielectrophoretic force
profile would be useful when correlating experimental data to theory. To h d this
optimal equWalent quadrupole, the following procedure was used. A Coulomb

simulation was nrst run on the discrete planar electrode geometry biased at fIV with a
1pn radius particle of permittivity 6.9 translated fiom 5pm to 2 5 0 p above the center of

Analytical Representation of Discrete Quadrupole
for 1pm radius Spheriglass

: XDiscrete Simulation +AnaMical: Amroximation f

Graph 9 - Point Charge Representation of Discrete Planar Quadrupole
the quadrupole region. At each height, the electrostatic solver was nui and the body force
on the particle was numerically computed. Optimization of the parameters b and q in the
point charge quadrupole force equation (3 8) was now possible. Increasing b (moving the

charges farther apart) has the effect on the force profle of both decreasing the peak force
value and shifting its location to a higher vertical position on the z-ais. The point charge
spacing (b) is adjusted to align the maxima of the equivalent analytical force profile with

-

Figure 15 The Equivalent Point Charge QuadrupoIe

that produced by Coulomb simulation. The charge magnitude (q) is then set to equate the

maxima of the analyticai prediction to the maximum value yielded by Coulomb.
By this method, the optimal value for b was determined to be 1 2 4 p with a q value
of 2 . 7 6 ~~1 - ' ~ ~ o u I o mThe
b s .result is an equivalent point charge quadrupole that closely

matches the discrete planar quadrupole's dielectrophoretic force profile at fl V bias. The
numerically obtained Coulomb data and the analytical fit to that data are plotted together

in h p h 9 to demonstrate theîr close agreement. Figure 15 demonstrates the physical
relationship between the equivalent point charges and the discrete planar eiectrodes

which they model. The analyticai fit to boundary element simulation data now offers a
reliable benchmark for the experimental data.
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Discrete Planar Quadrupole Chamber Assembiy
Having characterized the discrete planar electrode system tbrough boundary element

method simulation, experimental demonstration of the results was sou@ To achieve
this goal, a chamber able to deliver particles into a horizontally viewed active quadrupole

region was needed. A horizontal viewing architechire was required to d o w for precise
measurement of the vertical displacement during levitation. A variety of chamber
designs were built and tested for their ability to meet this sufprisingly difEcuIt
specification. The f i t of this design effort was the quadrupole fluid integrated circuit

chamber of Figure 16. As WUbe demonstrateci, the nnal system performed very weil,
dthough areas for future improvement were identified.
Assembly of the lead carrier assembly proceeded as follows. A glass spacer (2.5mm
thick) was bonded into the lead carrier's die well using Dow Corning's silastic@brand

Particle Injection Port

7

Quadrupole Chiplet

\-~lass

-

Spacer

-

Figure 16 Quadrupole Fluid Integrated Circuit Chamber Front X-Section
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adhesive sedant. The quachpole chiplet (Figure 14, Page 46) was subsequently bonded

on top of the spacer so that the active quadrupole region was over the center of the lead
carrier's die well. Circuit Works 2400 Conductive Epoxy was used to electrically
connect the four quachpole chiplet pads to the die well's corner bond-pads (package pins

6,1S,26,35).
The chamber housing itself was machined out of Lucite plastic. The horizontal
viewing holes were sealed with glass coverslips epoxied onto the inner surface of the
chamber cavity. The inner surface was chosen so as to prevent air bubbles fiom
becorning trapped in the recession that would have otherwise existed. Throughout early
experimentation, air bubbles in the system were identified as extremely disruptive to
desired chamber operation and extensive steps were taken subsequently to prevent their
formation.

Figure 17- OpticaI View for Chamber Housing Aiignment

-

-
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The particle injection microtubule (1mm outside diameter, 150pinside diameter)
is bonded uiro the vertical shaft drilled into the upper d a c e of the d e d chamber
cavity. The microtubule is recessed into the shaft deep enough to Ieave approiamately a

5 0 0 p gap be~reenthe tapered tip of the microtubule and the d a c e of the quadrupole
chiplet. The proxunity of the microtubule's tip to the to the quadrupole substrate was
necessary for hydrodynamic particle manipulation via the quacirupole fluid circuit.

Having now separately assembled these two pieces, the chamber housing needed to
be precisely positioned over the 1 0 0 p central quadrupole region and bonded into place.
To achieve this, the lead carrier assembly was uiserted into a socket mounted on a
standard microelectconics probe station. silastic@sedant was applied to the bottom
surface of the chamber housing and the housing was then placed over the lead carrier so

the quadrupole chiplet recessed fieely into the chamber cavity. A tight seal wouid be
formed around the perimeter of the die-well once the sealant had been allowed to cure.
Prim to the adhesive fully curing, the probe station's verticaily oriented optics are used to
locate, through the 1 5 0 p microtubule opening, the center of the discrete plana
quadnipole region. The housing is carefully adjusted util the tips of the four quadrupole
electrodes are each visible through the opening in the microtubule. At this point the
particle injection microtubule is centered directly above the active quadrupole region.
The adhesive used allows for a few minutes of chamber mobility while the quadrupole
region is located (optically) and the chamber housing is adjusted (by hand). A snapshot

taken through the probe station optics during chamber system assembly is shown in
Figure 17 in which the tips of the 4 gold electrodes can be seen in the centrai region.
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Once the adhesive has been allowed to M y cure, 4mm long 16 guage needles were
epoxied into the chamber's three primary fiuid ports completing the mechanical
assembly. These needles maintain the chamber's fluid seal and provide effective means
for connecting the quadrupole chamber to the dielectrophoresis fluid circuit of Figure 18.

Setup of the Experimental Fluid Circuit
An important element of the experimental system tumed out, in the end, to be the

fluid circuit. Its impact on particle delivery, bubble elimination and experimentd
repeatabiliq was of paramount importance to the success of the project Early chamber

designs were primarily plagued by seal related problems, effectively rendering them
useless. Second generation chamber designs, while having addressed the sealing
problem, met with failure for their awkwardness pe-g

to establishing electrical

contact and particle injection. The union of the IC lead canier assembly with the fluid
circuit vimially eliminated all of the aforementioned problems:
sealing the chamber was straight forward and reliable
the IC lead f k n e provided a simple and robust mechanism for electrically

contacting the quadrupole chiplet
the mechanical microscope stage was easily modified to include a 40-pin DIP IC

socket making repeated chamber insertion and removal straight f o m d
the chamber housing with its precision aligned injection microtubule made

delivery of particles into the quadrupole region simple.

The final steps to prepare the system for use were comection to the fluid circuit and
nIling. At the heart of the fluid circuit of Figure 18 is the fluid integrated circuit chamber

(detailed in Figure 16). Four ports interface to the fluid circuit: two directiy through
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valves 1 and 2, and two more splittîng fkom the 3* chamber port via a 3-way stopcock.

Tubing comected to valve 2 and stopcock ports A Br B all are terminated with f i p o r e
microparticle filters immersed in the buk source reservoir. Tubing comected to valve 1

is routed through a Gilson Minipuls-2 bidirectional penstaltic pump which returns fluid

to the waste reservoir through a funne1 filter.
To fill the chamber, a procedure similar to that outlined below must be foUowed.

Valves 1 and 2 are opened with valve 3 closed and the Gilson pump is allowed to draw
fiom valve 1 (the FilVFlush Port in Figure 16). Once the tubkg which sources valve 2

-ni~m

/

Figure 18 - Experimentd Fluid Circuit
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has been primed with fluid fiom the bulk reservoir, valve 2 is closed and valve 3 is
opened with the stopcock set to connect one of its ports to valve 3. Once the fïrst
stopcock source tube has been primed, the stopcock is switched to the neighboring
position to dlow the second stopcock tube to be primed. With the chamber now in hand,
the elimination of bubbles fiom the various tubings and the ionet chamber cavity can be
done within minutes in a fashion similar to the removal of bubbles fiom a partly m e d
syringe. Various permutations of the above cycle may need to be repeated to eliminate
ail the system bubbles, but once purged, the closed hydraulic system was very resistant to

bubble formation.
Particle Capture
For experimentation to proceed, stopcock port A is isolated ffom valve 3 and a
droplet containing a small number of particles is introduced through the top of stopcock
poa A. A hose clamp temporarily pinching the source tube to stopcock port A allows the
tubing to be removed at port A, a small amount of fluid (containing test particles) to be

injected and the hose comection to again be made to stopcock poa A without
jeopmdizing seal integrity. Valves 1 & 3 are then opened, and valve 2 closed. The

nopcock is set to comect poa A to valve 3, and the pump is enabled at a its lowest flow
rate (-lOpL/min)to assist the migration of the injected particles down the injection tube
and into the quadrupole region. Determinhg when particles have reached the quadrupole

region is accomplished by monitoring the image fkom the Javeiin video camera mounted
to the microscope. The placement of the chamber in the microscope's primary optical

path is s h o w in Figure 19. Once a particle has emerged fiom the tip of the microtubule,
the pump is switched off and al1 three valves ( 1 5 Br 3) are closed to completely isolate

the interior chamber from extemal disturbances. A bit of patience, a touch of luck and a
much practice enables the particIe injection system to perform very well: particles can be
captured and fiushed from the system via the fluid circuit quickly, reliably and
repeatably.

Hydrodpamic Particle Rolling
Images obtained by the microscope's view of the inner chamber were captured by

the video camera and fed directly to a black and white tabletop monitor to serve as
feedback during the particle capturing phase of the experiment. O

h a particle couid be

seen to have entered the chamber only to fdl to the substrate outside of the quadrupole

-

Figure 21 Fluid Circuit Hydro Dynamies

Levitation Data

Once a particle has been delivered into the quadrupole region, levitation data
including the applied voltage, particle radius and levitation height codd be coilected.

Instrumentation, electronics and measurement equipment used included the following:
Data Precision 3500 R.M.S. meter
Hewlett Packard 8 1 16 Function Generator
Leitz-Wetzlar Inverted Microscope
Javelin JE2362A TV Camera
Matrox MVP-ATImage Processor Card

High Voltage Reguiated Power Supply (Heathkit Model IP-17)

Biorad Model 1710 Gradient Monitor
4 Output Dual Phase Amplifier Board

These items are identifiable in Figure 13 on page 45.
Figure 22 (a, b & c) depict thcee sample images typical of those attained during

levitation experiments on polyethylmethacry1atebeads. In these images the electrodes
are visible in cross section below and to both sides of the trapped particle. Recail the
optical system is looking across the shoa axis of the quadrupole chiplet of Figure 14

(cl
(dl
Figure 22 Typical Levitatioa Images (a-c) plus lOpm Scale (d)

-
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(Page 46). These images were captured using the Matrox image processing equipment

and Figure 22d (a geometric scale in l O p divisions) was superimposedon the particle
images to allow vertical height information to be measured.
As stated previously, the goals of the quadrupole levitation experiments were to

demonstrate an r5 dependence in the quadrupole force as predicted by multipolar moment
quadrupole theory and to dernonsirate the utility of boundary element simulation as a tool
for dielectrophoretic system design. To achieve these goals, two species of particles were
used: sphenglass@Soda lime beads f?om Potters industries and polyethyhethacrylate

beads fiom Bangs Laboratories. The physical specincations of these particles are given in
Table I.

I

EP

K2 (in water)

Material
Sphenglass Methacrylate
6.9
-2.88
2200

2-75
-3.1 5
1100

www
Table 1 - Properties of Levitated Particles
Al1 experiments were carried out with sinusoida1voltages at lOOlcHz In the section
dealing with the boundary element simulation results, it was mentioned that all
simulations were run in DC-static permittivity mode. While the dielectrophoretic
polarization phenornenon is a fiequency dependent effect, the present capabilities of
Coulomb to cornpute an electrical body force is limited to the DC case. Whiie this is a
shortcoming in the capabiüties of the present simulator version, it was aptly suited for
studying the characteristics of homogeneous spheres in ultra low conductivity media

Water deionized with a N A N O ~ U Tfiltering
~@
system was used, and the media
conductivity was consistently observed between 1.5-2.5pS/cm.

On data collected fiom several particles of both species, two fundamental
=formations

were repeatedly perfomed to fit the experimental data to theory. The

first transformation sought to produce the theoretical quadrupole force profile fkom the
experimental data. For each particle observed, the density of water, the density of the
particle and the particle's radius (measured optically) were used to compute the net

gravitationai force on the sphere. At any stable levitation point, this force must be equal

and opposite the dielectrophoretic force being applied by the electrode system. At any
point of levitation therefore, the magnitude of the dielectrophoretic force coutd be taken
to be constant and equal to the net gravitational force (taking buoyancy into account).
Varying the applied voltage had the anticipated effect of altering the height of stable

levitation, but n o r m h t i o n for this voltage dependency is possible by dividing the
known levibtion force by the square of the applied rms voltage. The resultant should be
the dielectrophoretic force that the observed particle would experience when m a n d y
placed at the same points through the vertical region of interest with the quadrupole
biased at a constant fIVm.
An additional factor expected to affect the force profile is the radius of the particle to
the 5" power. To thereby norrndize the experimental data obtained fiom particles of
several different radii, the voltage normalized force data fÎom above is M e r
transformed by dividing the radius (in microns) to the 5h power into each of the voltage
normalized force values. The experimental radius was measured opticdy using the

geometric scale of Figure 22d. This data, now normalized for voltage and radius, when
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ploned agallist the vertical height shodd match the theoretical dieIectrophoretic force that
a 1pradius particle o f the same materiai would experience iftnmslated through the
same vertical region over the discrete electrode quadupole biased at flV-.

A force

profile such as this was previously acquired via bounchry element simulation and was

F ~ I ( V ' ? )for Spheriglass

Graph 10 - Normaüzed Experimental Spheriglass Force Profiles

used to denve the point charge quachpole configuration best fitting the discrete planar
profile.

In Graph 10, the nomalized levitation data for seven Spheriglass particles, ranging

in radius fiom 2 6 . 5 to
~ 35.2pm, is plotted dong with the f1V, 1 pm force pronle
expected fiom the equivalent point charge quadrupole. The agreement between the
normalized data and the theoretical prediction in Graph 10 suggests that muitipolar
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moment quadrupole theory is indeed sound and also stands to validate the the boundary

element technique used to mode1 the discrete planar quadrupole.
Another key observation pertaining to Graph 10 is that no particles were observed
levitating below approxirnately 3

5 as would
~
be expected. Points dong the theoretical

force profile between z d l and the height of the force maxima are not capable of stable
levitation.

Inthe absence of a negative feedback system, particles in this region

experiencing a force sufficient to overcome the force of gravity would fhd themselves
raised past point of the force maxima. The particles would reach a passively stable

levitation point on the downward sloping section of the curve where the dielectrophoretic

force exactly balances the gravitational force.
Another informative way to view the Spheriglass levitation data is to subject the
data to a radius extraction transformation. Radius extraction was first used on the

boundary element simulation data to attempt to verie the r5 dependence of the
quadrupole's dielectrophoretic force. This method beguis by taking the net gravitational

force exerted on the object as being equai to the dielectrophoretic force at any point of
stable levitation. Then, for each data point, the anticipated force on a 1pm Spheriglass
particle at the same vertical position is calculated by scaling up the characteristic &IV,
1p.m c w e by the square of the appiied voltage as per Equation (38).

This yields the

force expected on a 1p.mparticle positioned at the observed height with the quadrupole
biased at the observed voltage. Next the net gravitational force on the observed particle
is divided by the corresponding expected dielectrophoretic force on a l pm particle, and

the 5" root of the result is taken, Ideaiiy, the results plotted against the z-âxis location

would be a set of flat iines at the radii of each of the particles observed.

Spheriglass Radius Extraction

Graph 11 - Spheriglass Experimental Radius Extraction

This radius extraction transformation on the Spheriglass levitation data is
presented in Graph 11. While the curves are not exactly flat, they do CO&

the

existence of an r5 dependence in the observed data. During levitation of the Spheriglass
particles in particular, due to their high density, the voltages required for levitation
reached the limits of the amplifier. At these voltages, fluid turbulence presumabiy due to
conductive heat generation between adjacent quadrupole electrodes was visible. Such
fluid disturbances would presumably have created an upward fluid flow acting to as&
the dielectrophoretic force in Ievitating the particle. Particles therefore observed
levitating at slightly higher levels than the observed voltage and radius would have
predicted would have occurred. The above radius extraction algorithm applied to
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particles being subjected to such fluid assisted levitation would predict radii slightly

greater than the observed value, as tends to be the case in Graph 1 1. Additiondy, the
fluid turbuience was observed to be stronger for higher voltages. This would support the
upward sloping tendency of the radius extraction curves for particies levitated at greater
z-heights requiring greater appiied voltages and therefore stronger fluid turbulence.

F ~ / ( V *for
~ )Polyethy lmethacrylate

Graph 12 - Normalized Experimental PoIyethyImethacrylate Force Pronles

In a manner identical to that for the Spheriglass particles, levitation data for a set of
polyethyimethacrylate beads was gathered and similarly processed. These beads, much
less dense than the heavier Sphengiass beads, allowed for levitation about a much greater

vertical range. Graph 12 depicts the results obtained after nomalizing the levitation data
to the +IV, 1pm force profile where it c m be seen that levitation in the tail of the profile

.
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was anainable. ThÏs transformation and the radius extraction data of Oraph 13 provide
additional evidence suggesting that muhipolar moment quadrupole theory is in fact valid.

PolyethylmethacrylateRadius Extraction
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Graph 13 - Polyethyhethacryiate Experimentai Radius Extraction

Sources of Error

While the experimental data was sufncient to lend evidential support to mdtipolar
moment method quadrupole theory, some comments pertaining to experimental error are
justined. For the Sphenglass particles in particular, the largest anticipated sources of

error arose fiom two factors: power amplifier distortion at high voltages (leading to
potentidy questionable mis voltage readings), and thermal disturbances in the media due
to these high voltages generating Joule heating in the media (resulting in upward

convection). At higher applied voltages, the linear region of the amplifier used to
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amplie and invert the signal generators input began to show signs of distortion whereby
deviations fkom pure sinusoidal appearartce were evident when observed on an
oscil.loscope. The effect was not destructive to the levitation phenornenon, but an
amplifier capable of reliably producing more stable sinusoidai voltages throughout the
amplitude range required would have been beneficial. As for Joule heating, the

Spheriglass radius extraction data demonstrated less stability than that for the
polyethyImethacryIate beads. The latter beads, being much less dense and slightly more
poiarizable (larger K' value), could be levitated at identical heights as same-sized
SphengIass particles, but with rnuch lower voltages. With less voltage being applied, less

heating would occur and convection disturbance effects would simiiarly be reduced. This
supports the more stable radius extraction results obtained for the polyethyhethacrylate

beads.
At higher voltages, the dual phase amplifier used to create the inverse quadrupole

voltages began to demonstrate slight imbalances in the measured rms voltage between the
two phases. Identified late in the experimentation phase, the problem was not addressed
numerically, and remains as an issue that shouid be considered in any future work. It is
suspected that the imbalance would r e d t in an optimal equivalent quachpole not

entirely charge balanced, but rather exhibithg a slight offset ( A Q ) between the two
polarities of charges in the point charge model, but such an imbalance was not
characterized numerically to address its effect.
Vertical height measurement, another possible source of error, was minimized
through the establishment of the horizontaily viewed levitation environment Prior art

[lO], reported a quadrupolar size effect fiom a vertically aligned optical system
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positioned over an active quadrupole region. Detecting vertical displacements this way

would be much more prone to mors. The horizontally viewed system in the present
work aiiowed for reliable detection of the particle's centroid position easily. Early
experiments however, prior to the final implementation of the experimental fluid circuit,
suggested that stable levitation was occurring in the region of the force characteristic
predicted by theory to be UtlSfabIe. As was leamed, this offset was determined to be an
optical effect due to the method used to determine the zero-height reference. With the
introduction of the experimental fiuid circuit, the substrate in front of and behind a
levitated particle was easily kept fkee of obstruction due to other particles. Consequently,
the reiiability of the vertical displacement data was greatly enhanced.

CONCLUSIONS

Numencal simulation and experimental observation on mode1 particles have been
united to offer strong evidence supporthg the validity of multipolar moment quadrupole
theory. The design, construction, assembly and test of a discrete planar electrode
quadrupole chamber facilitated the experimentai vefication of this theory by confimiing
the predicted size dependence on the quadrupole force characteristic. The pedous step of
putting one's fiiith in a software simulator has been made more certain through the

application of a triple stage verification procedure: numerical simulation of adytical
theory, numericd simulation of discrete planar approximations and experimental

verification connrming the equivalence of al1 three.
An effective fluid integrated circuit system was developed which allowed for flexible

and reliable particle manipulation to and from the enclosed electrode system. The system

was built around a standard integrated circuit lead & m e . It offered an excellent

mechanism for making eIectrica1contact with the outside world. A reliable fluid sed was
easily achieved while maintabhg the ability to dynamicalIy fiIl the system, inject
particles, levitate particles and subsequently flush the system. The need to perfonn time

consuming chamber disassembly, cleaning, reassembly, and refilling was minimited as
unintexrupted cleaning procedures were made possible via the experimental fluid circuit's

various pumping capabilities.

Figure 23 - Discrete Planar Isomotive Chip

Mthough not experinxentally characterized at the time of publication, the discrete

planar isomotive structure characterized ntunericaiiy in the present work was fabricated
at the Alberta Microelectronics Center. R e d t s are expected in the coming months on the

Figure 24 - Isomotive Separation Chamber
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ability of the device to separate species of biological ceils according to their fiequency
dependent polarizabilities. The planar device, shown in Figure 23 is paired with an
identical device biased with voltages of opposite polar@ and housed in the chsmber
system of Figure 24. The system M y integrates fluid and particle delivery, observation
windows and electncd biasing.

Problems Encountered
As stated, a primary goal of the work was to demonstrate the validity of boudary

element simulationtechniques to the characterbion for theoretical m o d e k g of discrete
electrode configurations. InitiaIly, this phase of the work was hindered by an algorithmic
bug in the Coulomb software whereby the magnitudes and directions of electricai body

forces calculated by the program were in disagreement with fundamental electrostatic
theory. Considerable effort was put to addressing this problem and workùig with the
creatoa of the program (Integrated Engineering Software, Winnipeg) to resolve the
problems. The program was eventually corrected and extensive b o u n d q simulation of
the discrete planar dipole, quadnpole and isomotive structures were undertaken. The

performance of the simulator was, in the end, exemplary within a p h c u l a r scope. That
scope is limited to the case of DC penninivity analysis only. In the case of media and
particles possessing non-zero conductivities, the fkequency dependent nature of the
dielectrophoreticphenornenon cannot be handled by Coulomb in its electricai body force
calculations. Similarly, conductivity contributions due to ionic concentrations presently
have no means for representation in Coulomb. It is therefore impossible to address issues
such as electrode polarization effects with the curent simulator.
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Unrelated to the simulation problems, mechanical difficulties involved in achieving
horizontal viewing of quadrupole levitation was underestimated. A total of three
permutations of chambers were designed, built and unsuccessfblly tested before the

integrated circuit lead h

e carrier was adopted into the design dong with the precision

aligned particle injection microtubule. The latter configuration, coupled to the externat
fiuid circuit, allowed for quality experimental results to be obtauied. Regrettabiy, the
timing of this experimental setup's completion left enough time only to characterize the

effect of the planar electrode quachpole on homogeneous spherical particles in ultra-low
conductiviîy media That scenario, fominately, is the same scenario manageable by the
boundary element simulator. Consequently, the original goal of correlating d y t i c a l ,
numencal and experimental data was achieved.
Directions for Future Work
As mentioned, the boundary element simulation tool (Coulomb)Iacks the

computational ability to tackle applications representative of microbiological systems.

Recent work by Dr. R Paul and Dr. K-VJ.S. Kder at the University of Calgary have
begun to address the effects of ionic media on dielectrophoretic behavior. Their work,
temed electrode polarization, is a Green's function methodology similar to the

fundamental algorîthm of the boundary element method. Admittedly, the development of
a full-feahired 3D electrostatic simulator similar to Co~lomb,but possessing the abitity to

handle AC fiequency, conductivity and electrode polarization effects in its force
calculations wodd probably not be feasible. However, a collaborative effort between the
staff at Integrated Engineering Software and the theoreticians at the University of Calgary

may be feasible whereby theoretid work pertaining to electrode polarization

phenomenon is integrated into the exiçting Coulomb solver. The result would be a
profoundly more capable product for Integrated Engineering Software to market and the
availability of a powerfiil tool for dielectrophoretic researchers to use in modelhg
increasingly complex dielectrophoretic biological particle processoa.
To offer experimental validation to such an effort, characterization of the discrete
planar quadrupole levitation system with its demonstrated ease of operation and reliable

ability to measure levitation profiles should be continued. While possibly requiring
insulating passivation of the electrodes in the presence of highiy conductive biological

media,horizontal quadrupole levitation of biological cells should be performed to study

theK fiequency dependent dielectrophoreticresponses. SimiMy, the discrete planar
quadrupole may prove to be a valuable tool for experimental study of electrode
polarization phenomenon at lower fiequencies in the negative DEP spectrum of
biological cells. Again, for this work to proceed, numericd methods able to mode1 the
hypothesized electrode polarization effect for the discrete planar electrode geometry must
first be developed.
The emergence of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)methodologies in
recent years have been dominated by passive structures. In many cases this has been due
to the diniculties of maintaining traditional microelectronics fiinction throughout the

course of many MEMS processing cycles. Many chemicals used to etch channels and
holes end up making sacrificial Iayers out of insulators and metals required for a
conventional integrated circuit function. Leaders in the MEMS arena m u t inevitably

confront these issues if the technology is to penneate the world of consumer and
industrial electronics.
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This work was not meant to pioneer those breakthroughs in MEMS technology that
will allow fluid integrated microcircuits with on-board electrode biasing networks to
become an immediate reality. Instead, methodologies and motivations for preparing
dielectrophoretic applications in advance of that day were concentrated on. Planar
d a c e elecrode arrays with underlying field programmable active bias networks would

enabie devices to dynamically reconfigure their dielectrophoretic function for the

particdar task at hand. A planar processor may take on an isomotive appearance to

migrate particles across the substrate to a desired location. The field topography may
then adapt itself into a quachpolar configuration thereby allowing particles to be raised

from the surface for subsequent capture by fluid systems on dinerent vertïcaily stacked
levels.
While such systems are not possible with the present state of technology, one device

which would inevitably f h d its way into such highly integrated systems is within reach
today, and would be weU worth experimentai study. The MEMS quadrupole irijector
system illustrated of Figure 25 requires only single Iayer metakation of the discrete
planar quadmpole electrode pattern onto a silicon substrate through which a central hole

has been chemically etched. As was discussed, many of the difficdties associated with
the quadrupolar levitation in the present work were eventually solved by the relatively
complicated combination of the p d c l e injection system and the experimental fluid
circuit. A much more elegant mechanism for particle injection wouid d o w the particles

to precisely enter the quadrupole region not from above the plane of the quadmpole, but
directly through the substrate from below.

Injection
Flow
Figure 25 - Proposed MEMS Quadrupole Injection System

Alternatively the device codd be used in a top-loading particle confîguration (as in
the current embodiment), but with the chamber system rnodified to allow fluid to be

drawn from the sealed inner chamber out through the etched hole. Now particles entering
the chamber fkom above the quadrupole would be hydrodynamicaily focussed into the

quadrupole region and may be gated from passing through the hole in the substrate (and

hence out of the chamber) by the application of a voltage sufficient to keep them levitated
in inner chamber. The b c t i o n of the device in this mode reminds one of a plunger
valve.

The scope of applications available to researchers and designers in the coming years
wiil be dictated largely by the rate at which advances are made in MEMS technology and
the directions in which those advances are made. As with any technology, necessity is
the mother of invention, and a continued pursuit of the experirnentai limits of

dielectrophoresis is necessary to ensure the field keeps pace with MEMS technology;
thereby demonstrating necessiv. MEMS activity in the biologicd engineering sciences
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is becoming increasingly prevalent, and with that ind~sfry'sclose afnIiations with the
medical, pharmaceuticd and microbiological industries, it is natuml to expect that this
growth is susfainable and that sigdicant rewards are attainable.

APPENDICES
Mechanical Drawings
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Figure 30 Assembled Chamber Housing
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